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Introduction: Research in traumatic brain injury suggests better patient outcomes when invasive

oxygen monitoring is used to detect and correct episodes of brain hypoxia. Invasive brain oxygen

monitoring is, however, not routinely used due to the risks, costs and technical challengers. We are

developing a non-invasive brain oximeter to address these limitations. The monitor uses the

principles of pulse oximetry to record a brain photoplethysmographic waveform and oxygen

saturations. We undertook a study in volunteers to assess the new monitor.

Patients and Methods: We compared the temporal changes in the brain and skin oxygen

saturations in six volunteers undergoing progressive hypoxia to reach arterial saturations of

70%. This approach provides a method to discriminate potential contamination of the brain

signal by skin oxygen levels, as the responses in brain and skin oxygen saturations are

distinct due to the auto-regulation of cerebral blood flow to compensate for hypoxia.

Conventional pulse oximetry was used to assess skin oxygen levels. Blood was also collected

from the internal jugular vein and correlated with the brain oximeter oxygen levels.

Results: At baseline, a photoplethysmographic waveform consistent with that expected from

the brain was obtained in five subjects. The signal was adequate to assess oxygen saturations

in three subjects. During hypoxia, the brain's oximeter oxygen saturation fell to 74%, while

skin saturation fell to 50% (P<0.0001). The brain photoplethysmographic waveform devel-

oped a high-frequency oscillation of ~7 Hz, which was not present in the skin during

hypoxia. A weak correlation between the brain oximeter and proximal internal jugular vein

oxygen levels was demonstrated, R2=0.24, P=0.01.

Conclusion: Brain oximeter oxygen saturations were relatively well preserved compared to the

skin during hypoxia. These findings are consistent with the expected physiological responses and

suggest skin oxygen levels did not markedly contaminate the brain oximeter signal.
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Plain Language Summary
Following severe traumatic brain injury episodes of brain hypoxia commonly develop. No simple

and safe non invasivemethod tomonitor oxygen levels in the brain and guidetreatments is currently

available. Brain hypoxia may therefore be recognised late, afterirreversible brain injury has

occurred.

We are developing a non invasive method to continuously monitor brain oxygen satura-

tions.The monitor was assessed in 6 human volunteers undergoing hypoxia. We found the

baseline brain PPG waveform was different from the simultaneous skin arterial PPG wave-

form. The brain PPG waveform, was similar in shape and timing to a central venous pressure

trace, with A, X, V and Y waves. Brain oxygen saturations also fell markedly during diastole.

The brain PPG waveform but not the skin PPG, developed distinctive changes during periods

of hypoxia. In addition, the brain oximeter oxygen saturations were relatively well preserved
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compared with the skin during hypoxia. These findings are con-

sistent with the expected physiological responses and suggest

skin oxygen levels did not markedly contaminate the brain

signal.

Introduction
Following severe traumatic brain injury (TBI), 55% of

patients develop a secondary brain injury in the minutes,

hours, days and weeks after the initial insult. The compli-

cations giving rise to hypoxia include brain swelling,

hydrocephalus, vasospasm and low blood pressure.1,2

Opinion is emerging that treatments guided by brain oxy-

gen monitoring to detect and minimise episodes of brain

hypoxia reduces mortality and long-term disability.1,3-5

Brain monitoring following trauma, however, continues

to be problematic. Available options are all invasive, includ-

ing intra-cranial pressure (ICP) catheters, intra-parenchymal

oxygen probes and jugular bulb venous lines. These

approaches can result in adverse events, are technically chal-

lenging, expensive, yet may not detect all episodes of

hypoxia, and only provides monitoring for a relatively short

period, that does not include ambulance retrieval or in hospi-

tal locations other than critical care units.2,4,6 Due to these

limitations, only 10% of patients with severe TBI currently

have brain oxygen levels monitored.7,8 Other, non-invasive

monitors, such as cerebral oximeters, are inaccurate in the

setting of acute brain injury and are not used to guide

treatment.9,10 This is believed to result largely from skin

contamination of their signal. Expert guidelines therefore

do not recommend their use.11–13

We are developing, a new brain oximeter based on the

principles of pulse oximetry, designed to detect the brain

photoplethysmographic waveform and measure brain oxy-

gen saturations to address the limitations of invasive brain

monitoring. Assessment of the oximeter in a sheep model of

acute brain injury demonstrated it identified a brain photo-

plethysmographic waveform and acute changes in brain oxy-

gen saturations associated with increases in ICP levels.14

This study assesses the brain oximeter in human

volunteers undergoing an acute hypoxia challenge. We

compared the temporal changes in the brain and skin

oxygen saturations, as brain oxygen levels are preserved

relative to the skin during hypoxia due to a compensatory

increase in cerebral blood flow to maintain brain oxygen

levels.15,16 This approach provides a method to discrimi-

nate potential contamination of the brain signal by oxy-

gen levels in the skin, which is a limitation of existing

cerebral oximeters.17,18

The aims of the study were to assess the temporal

changes in brain and skin oxygen saturations during

acute hypoxia and to measure the correlation between the

brain oximeter and proximal internal jugular vein oxygen

saturations.

Patients and Methods
The study assessed a new oximeter at a number of internal

organ sites including the brain. This paper reports on the

results for the brain only. The study was approved by the

Duke University Institutional Review Board. The study was

conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.

Six healthy volunteers who gave written informed consent

were enrolled. Three were female, the average age was 29

years, weight 72 kg, height 172 cm and BodyMass Index 24.

Four volunteers had darkly pigmented skin. Volunteers

underwent an extensive pre-study assessment includingmed-

ical history, physical examination, blood and urine tests,

electrocardiography (ECG), spirometry and, for female sub-

jects, a pregnancy test. Enrolled subjects were fasted over-

night; no sedation or anesthesia was administered.

The brain oximeter utilizes light-emitting diodes with

wavelengths in the near infra-red (NIR) range 660 and 895

nm, with a PIN photodetector. The optical power is similar to

that used in conventional skin pulse oximetry. The brain

oximeter uses the principles of pulse oximetry to detect

a brain photoplethysmographic (PPG) waveform.19 The sen-

sor was placed on the right forehead. Figure 1. This position

Figure 1 The brain oximeter sensor on the right forehead of a subject.
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was maintained with an elasticized head band. To address

potential contamination of the brain signal by extra-cranial

sources, the brain oximeter has a number of new design

elements. Pulse oximeters determine the blood oxygen satura-

tion by deriving the ratio between red and infrared plethysmo-

grams. This is termed the Ratio of Ratios (RR). In

conventional pulse oximetry, the displayed SpO2 value is

derived from sampling the RR at the peak of the systolic

pulse and represents the arterial oxygen level. The brain oxi-

meter PPG waveform differs from the conventional skin PPG

waveform. Consequently, a novel algorithm was created that

ascertains a modified RR (RRm). The brain oximeter measures

microvascular blood oxygen saturations continuously

throughout the cardiac cycle (systole and diastole), at a rate

of 500Hz. This is quite distinct from skin pulse oximetry

which measures the arterial blood oxygen saturation at the

peak of the pulse only and also distinct from cerebral oxi-

meters which measures the average oxygen saturation across

the various blood compartments of the brain (arterial, micro-

circulation and venous).

To ensure patient safety and provide additional certainty

around changes in arterial oxygen levels, additional moni-

tors were applied including 5-lead ECG, forehead Max Fast

pulse oximeter, 2 finger pulse oximeters, and Nexfin finger

non-invasive, continuous cardiac output and blood pressure

monitor (BMEYE BV., Amsterdam, Netherlands). The right

internal jugular vein was cannulated and the tip of a 14

Gauge cannula located was at the proximal end of the vein

using ultrasound guidance. The monitor’s sensor was placed

on the right forehead. Both an anesthesiologist and a critical

care physician were present to oversee study procedures,

volunteer safety and data validity.

Hypoxia
A facemask and breathing apparatus with a tight seal

(ROBD2, Environics Inc, Tolland, CT) were used to induce

controlled hypoxia. The ROBD2 devices deliver a specific

inspired concentration of oxygen fraction (FiO2) which is

then reduced in small increments to attain the target pulse

oximeter oxygen saturation, range of 100% to 10%. The

desaturation protocol consisted of 9 sequential stages:

Room air followed by hypoxic gas mixture to attain arterial

SpO2 values of 94%, 90%, 85%, 80%, 75% and 70%, then

100% oxygen and finally room air. Once a stable plateau

SpO2 saturation was reached (typically within 3–5 mins), 4

jugular venous blood samples were collected over approxi-

mately 4–5 mins and the venous oxygen saturation

immediately measured with a co-oximeter (ABL 90,

Radiometer, Copenhagen, Denmark) to measure jugular

venous oxygen saturations. At completion of the study, all

catheters were removed, and insertion sites inspected for

hematoma; all subjects were contacted by telephone the

following day to verify health status.

Brain and Skin Oximetry
Oxygen levels were averaged over 5 second windows to

allow the temporal changes with hypoxia to be pooled for

all participants. As brain microvascular oxygen saturations

vary markedly during the systolic and diastolic phases of

the cardiac cycle, the data presented represent the average

oxygen saturation over the whole cardiac cycle. To deter-

mine brain microvascular blood oxygen saturations, as the

exact correlation of RRm with blood oxygen saturations is

yet to be established, we used the formula SO2 =

110–25(RRm) to estimate the oxygen saturation (SO2).
19

The same method was used to estimate skin oxygen

saturation, to enable valid comparison oxygen levels at

the 2 sites. The figures demonstrating light intensity

changes from the skin and brain pulse oximeters are pre-

sented, with the Y axis (light intensity) inverted, by

convention.

Correlation Analysis
For each stage of the desaturation, the 4 blood gases

sampled were averaged and correlated with the average

of the RRm measured by the brain oximeter over the same

period.

Statistical Analysis
Least squares linear regression assessed the relationship

between jugular venous oxygen saturation with the brain

oximeter, unpaired t-test assessed the change in volunteers

cardiovascular responses to hypoxia and repeated mea-

sures analysis were undertaken to assess the temporal

responses between skin and brain oxygen saturations to

acute hypoxia, using Prism software (Version 8, Graph Pad

Inc, San Diego, USA).

Results
Six volunteers were studied. Blood pressure, heart rate and

cardiac index, all increased significantly with hypoxia

(Table 1).

A PPGwaveform consistent with the expected brainwave-

form was obtained in 5 patients. In 2 of these 5 subjects, the
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signal-to-noise ratio was too low to allow the algorithm to

determine oxygen saturations. The oxygen data presented

therefore represent only 3 of the 6 subjects studied. The skin

pulse oximetry data was from the right index finger in 2

subjects and a forehead skin pulse oximeter in 1 subject.

The brain PPG waveform at baseline is demonstrated in

one subject in Figure 2. It is distinctly different from the

simultaneous skin PPG waveform, which is similar in shape

and timing to an arterial pressure trace. The brain pulse wave-

form, is similar in shape and timing to a central venous pressure

trace, with A, X, Vand Y waves.20 In addition, the start of the

PPGwaveformwas delayed relative to the start of the simulta-

neous forehead skin PPG waveform and the peak was at the

end of diastolic phase of the cardiac cycle, rather than in

systole.

Baseline oxygen saturations in the forehead skin remained

relatively constant at 100–90%, throughout the cardiac cycle.

The brain oximeter oxygen saturations based on the RRm

levels were, however, not constant during the cardiac cycle.

The oxygen saturations were highest during the systolic phase

at 100% and thereafter levels fell markedly to ~60%, at the end

of diastole, as shown in Figure 3.

Brain and Skin Oxygen Responses to

Acute Hypoxia
At baseline, in the pooled data from the 3 subjects ana-

lysed, the oxygen saturations (averaged over systole and

diastole) derived from the RRm levels were similar for

both brain and skin 86% vs 87%, respectively. At the

Table 1 Cardiovascular Responses to Hypoxia. The Baseline and

Maximum Levels (During Hypoxia) are Shown

Characteristics Baseline

(N = 6)

Hypoxia

(N = 6)

P value

Heart rate (beats/min) 52 ± 13 83 ± 15 0.002

Mean blood pressure

(mmHg)

75 ± 6 87 ± 7 0.005

Cardiac index (L/min/m2) 3.0 ± 0.6 4.6 ± 0.9 0.006

Figure 2 Recording of simultaneous brain oximeter and conventional forehead PPG waveforms (660 nm wavelength shown) during normoxia from subject 3. The dashed

lines represent the start of each skin pulse. The brain and forehead skin PPG waveforms were different. The brain oximeter PPG waveform was similar in shape and timing to

a central venous pressure waveform, with phases consistent with A, X, V and Y waves. The skin PPG waveform was quite distinct with the shape and timing to an arterial

pressure waveform. The brain oximeter pulse was delayed relative to the skin pulse, by ~100 msec (arrow) and the peak level was reached during late diastole.
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Figure 3 Cardiac cycle changes in oxygen saturations and PPG waveforms (660 nm wavelength shown) for the brain and forehead skin pulse oximeter during normoxia from

subject 3. The blood oxygen saturations are demonstrated on the Y axis. The dashed line demonstrates the start of each skin PPG waveform. The brain oximeter oxygen

saturations peaked during systole, with a second lower peak during early diastole. Thereafter, oxygen saturations fell. The skin oxygen saturations remained stable

throughout the cardiac cycle. The large changes in the brain oximeter oxygen saturations are consistent with the signal arising from microcirculation blood. The changes in

the skin are consistent with shunting, and blood bypassing the capillaries.

Abbreviation: AU, arbitrary units.

Figure 4 Brain (blue) and Skin (orange) pulse oximeter oxygen saturation levels and modified ratio of ratios (within figure Y axes) following reductions in inspired oxygen

(O2) levels. The approximate inspired O2 are shown at the top of each panel and the targeted arterial oxygen saturation (SaO2) at the bottom of each panel. Brain oxygen

saturations fell 1/3, compared with the fall in skin oxygen saturations, at the point of maximum hypoxia (P < 0.0001, repeat measures analysis for group). The oxygen

saturation represents the average over the entire cardiac cycle. Pooled data for 3 subjects, (volunteers 1, 2 and 6).
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point of minimum oxygen levels (arterial saturation

~70%), brain oxygen saturations fell to 74%, while skin

saturations fell to 50% [P < 0.0001, repeat measures ana-

lysis, for the effect of the group]. Figure 4.

Brain and Skin Oxygen Responses with

Change from 10–100% Inspired Oxygen
The temporal responses of brain and skin oxygen satura-

tions, in the pooled data from 3 subjects analysed, were

also different in response to the increase in inspired oxy-

gen from 10% to 100%. Acute brain hyperoxia developed

in the first 5 seconds following this change reaching

a saturation of 99%, thereafter oxygen saturations fell.

Skin oxygen saturations responded much more slowly

and peaked after 25 seconds. Figure 5.

Brain PPG Waveform with Hypoxia
During periods of hypoxia the brain oximeter PPG wave-

form developed episodes of regular high-frequency oscil-

lations, at around 7 Hz, in all 3 subjects. These oscillations

were synchronized with the cardiac pulse. These changes

were not present in the skin PPG waveform. Figure 6.

In addition, the brain PPG waveform demonstrated an

earlier and steeper rise during the systolic phase and the

Vand Y waves were less prominent, compared with the base-

line PPG waveform. These changes were not present in the

skin PPG waveform, monitored synchronously. Figure 7.

Correlation with Internal Jugular Venous

Blood Oxygen Levels
A weak correlation between the monitors blood oxygen

saturations and the invasive internal jugular vein blood oxy-

gen saturations was demonstrated, in the 3 subjects. R2 =

0.24, P=0.01. The correlation was improved with post hoc

censoring of values, in which the brain PPG waveform devel-

oped a much steeper rise during the systolic phase of the

waveform, R2 = 0.63 and P<0.0001, as shown in Figure 8.

Discussion
We found in human volunteers undergoing acute hypoxia

brain oximeter oxygen saturations were relatively well

preserved compared with the skin, falling by 1/3 of the

fall in skin oxygen levels. These findings are consistent

with the expected physiological responses in the brain and

skin to hypoxia. They also suggest that skin oxygen levels

did not markedly contaminate the signal, as is an issue

with conventional cerebral oximeters.17,18

Other findings from this study, including the distinctive

brain PPG waveform shape and timing relative to the skin

PPG waveform, the large changes in brain oxygen satura-

tions during systole and diastole and the 7-Hz oscillation

in the brain PPG waveform during periods of hypoxia.

These findings were consistent with the signal arising

from the brain and were analogous with the findings

from our earlier study in a sheep model of acute brain

injury.14

Figure 5 Brain (blue) and Skin (orange) pulse oximeter oxygen saturation levels and modified ratio of ratios (within figure Y axes) following the increase in the inspired

oxygen levels (FiO2) from ~10% to 100% at time 0. The targeted arterial oxygen saturations (SaO2) are shown on the figure. Brain oximeter oxygen saturations peaked

within 5 seconds of the increase in FiO2, quickly reaching hyperoxic levels and fell thereafter, while skin oxygen levels continued to increase until 25 seconds. The red arrow

demonstrates a point at which the direction of change in brain and skin oximeter saturations were opposite. These distinct responses may represent the tight autoregulation

of cerebral blood flow to maintain stable brain oxygen saturations. These findings suggest the brain oximeter is not significantly influenced by skin oxygen levels. The oxygen

saturation represents the average level over the entire cardiac cycle. Pooled data of 3 subjects, (volunteers 1, 2 and 6).
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Brain PPG Waveform and Oxygen

Saturations
The PPG waveform of skin pulse oximetry is similar in shape

and timing to an arterial pressure waveform, with a rise in

systole and fall in diastole. The brain oximeter PPGwaveform

was, however, quite different with a shape and timing akin to

a central venous pressure waveform, including phases consis-

tent with A, X, V and Y waves. This may reflect the cardiac

cycle that causes pressure variations in the central venous

circulation and therefore the brain microcirculation.20 The

brain PPG waveforms start was also delayed relative to the

simultaneous skin PPGwaveform by ~ 100msec and the peak

of the pulse occurred late in diastole. These characteristics

suggest that the brain PPG reflected changes of blood volume

in the venous circulation. This is consistent with the known

large percentage of cerebral blood in the venous circulation.

Proportionally the venular beds account for 50% of the brain

microvascular blood and up to 85% if small veins are

included.21–25 By contrast, there is extensive shunting of

blood in the skin, bypassing capillary beds and venules,

which gives rise to the arterial shape of skin pulse oximetry.26

The change in oxygen levels during the systolic and dia-

stolic phases of the cardiac cycle was also distinct from that of

the skin. The brain oximeter oxygen saturation was 100%

during systole and fell markedly at the end of diastole to

60%. The overall findings, in terms of the central venous

Figure 6 (A) Brain and skin oximeter simultaneous recording of PPG waveforms during hypoxia (inspired oxygen 15%), for subject 1. A high-frequency oscillation (~7 Hz)

was present in brain PPG waveform, but not the skin PPG waveform. The dashed lines represent the start of each skin pulse. Oscillations at this frequency in physiological

recordings have been demonstrated for intra-cranial pressure in humans and represent physical movement “ringing” of the brain in response to the systolic pressure wave

entering the brain substrate. (B) Shows similar high-frequency oscillations in subjects 2 and 6.

Abbreviation: AU, arbitrary units.
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characteristics of the PPG waveform and large changes in

oxygen saturations during the cardiac cycle suggest the brain

oximeter signal reflected (predominately) blood volume and

oxygen levels in the venular component of the brain micro-

circulation. The systolic increase in oxygen levels may repre-

sent arterial blood entering the microcirculation, while the

diastolic fall in oxygen may represent oxygen diffusing out

into the tissues. By contrast, skin oxygen levels remained at

arterial levels throughout systole and diastole, presumably due

to shunting through the skin, bypassing capillary beds.26

Responses of Brain and Skin Oximeter

Oxygen Saturations and PPG Waveforms

to Hypoxia
The brain and skin oximeter responses to hypoxia were sig-

nificantly different. The extent of fall, from baseline, in brain

oxygen saturations was 1/3 that of the skin. At the point of

maximum hypoxia, skin oxygen saturation (averaged over

systole and diastole) fell 37%, from 87% to 50%, while brain

oximeter oxygen saturation fell only 12%, from 86% to 74%.

Thisfinding is consistentwith the expected regional bloodflow

responses to acute hypoxia. In animal studies, acute hypoxia

increases cerebral blood flow, which limits the fall in brain

microvascular oxygen levels, while skin blood flow does not

increase.15,16 Human trials, using MRI, doppler techniques or

measurement of jugular bulb venous oxygen saturations, also

demonstrate cerebral bloodflow increases by ~20% to limit the

fall in brain oxygen levels.27–32

Responses in Brain and Skin Oxygen

Saturations with Change from 10% to

100% Inspired Oxygen
The temporal changes in brain oximeter and skin oxygen

levels were distinct following the increase in inspired oxygen

from ~10–100%. Brain oximeter oxygen saturations rapidly

Figure 7 Simultaneous recording of brain and forehead skin PPG waveforms during a period of hypoxia (inspired oxygen 10%), for a single subject (volunteer 6). Dashed

lines mark the start of each skin pulse. The brain oximeter PPG waveform developed an earlier and steeper rise during the systolic phase and the V and Y waves were less

prominent, compared with the baseline PPG waveform (see Figure 1). These changes were not present in the simultaneous skin PPG waveform. These changes may reflect

an increase in cerebral blood flow during hypoxia, resulting in a more rapid increase of blood volume in the brain microcirculation and therefore an earlier upstroke in the

brain PPG waveform. Note the start of the brain PPG waveform is delayed by around 100 msec compared to the skin (red arrows).

Abbreviation: AU, arbitrary units.

Figure 8 Correlation between oxygen saturation measured from proximal internal

jugular vein blood gas samples and the modified ratio of ratios of the brain

oximeter. R2 0.24, p = 0.01, R = - 0.49 (95% CI −0.74 to −0.13). The data is from

3 subjects. The red circles represent values from one volunteer in which the brain

PPG waveform demonstrated an earlier and steeper rise during the systolic phase in

PPG waveform. We speculate this brain oximeter PPG waveform may represent

periods of very high cerebral perfusion.
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increased over 5 seconds to hyperoxic levels (99%) and fell

thereafter, while skin oxygen levels increased slowly over 25

seconds. These distinct responses may represent the tight

auto-regulation of cerebral blood flow in comparison to that

of the skin, to maintain stable brain oxygen levels.33 The

acute increase in inspired oxygen may have resulted in

a rapid over-shoot of brain oxygen saturation, due to the

concurrent high cerebral blood flow. Cerebral auto-

regulation with vasoconstriction may then have resulted in

a fall in cerebral blood flow to normalise brain oxygen

saturations. These distinct temporal responses in oxygen

levels in the brain and skin suggest that the brain oximeter

was not markedly contaminated by skin oxygen levels, as is

a limitation of existing cerebral oximeters.18

During periods of hypoxia, the brain PPG waveform

developed an earlier and steeper rise during the systolic

phase compared with the baseline PPG waveform, and the

V and Y waves were less prominent. These changes may

represent increased cerebral blood flow, resulting in an

earlier increase of blood volume in the microcirculation

of the brain and therefore an earlier upstroke in the PPG

waveform. These changes were not observed in the simul-

taneous skin PPG waveform.

Oscillations

Episodes of high-frequency oscillations, at around 7 Hz,

developed in the brain oximeter PPG waveform following

the transitions to lower inspired oxygen levels. These oscilla-

tions were not present in the skin PPG waveform. The

synchronous nature of the oscillations with the pulse was

consistent with a cardiac source. Oscillations at this fre-

quency have also been noted in the pulsations of intra-

cranial pressure (ICP) catheter waveforms and may represent

mechanical movement or “ringing of the brain” in response

to the systolic blood pressure wave entering the brain.34–36

Bench-basedmodels that reproduced the effect of the systolic

blood pressure wave on the brain found the brain oscillated at

~10 Hz, with an amplitude of ~10 mmHg.37 Acute hypoxia,

to the levels produced in this study, triggers a ~ 20% increase

in cerebral blood flow.29–31 Increased cerebral blood flow

could increase the pulsatile mechanical forces acting on the

brain, and thus the amplitude of the brain oscillations, to

a level detectable by the brain oximeter.

Recent improvements in MRI imaging with cardiac gating

have enabled movements of the brain due to the systolic blood

pressure wave to be documented. The movements were found

to be most marked in the central brain structures.38,39 See

https://directorsblog.nih.gov/2018/06/21/brain-in-motion/.

The mechanisms resulting in high-altitude cerebral oedema

(HACE) remain undefined.27 Our finding that high-frequency

oscillations developed in the brain during periods of acute

hypoxia raises the possibility that additional mechanical

forces acting on the brain, through increased cerebral blood

flow, could over the hours or days while climbers are exposed

to hypoxia, cause physical injury to the brain. MRI studies of

patients with HACE demonstrated brain injury typically

involved the central brain structures, supporting this

hypothesis.40,41

The EEG, a conventional approach to brain monitor-

ing, also detects oscillations, in the 7 Hz range, in the

normal brain. These oscillations are believed to arise

from intrinsic neural activity; however, a number of stu-

dies have demonstrated associations between cerebral

blood flow or heart rate and the amplitude of these oscilla-

tions, suggesting that brain movement due to the mechan-

ical forces associated with the systolic pressure wave is an

alternative mechanism.37,42-46

Correlation

We found a relatively weak correlation between the brain

oximeter’s RRm and the internal jugular vein (IJV) blood

oxygen saturations. One important limitation of our methodol-

ogywas that the IJV bloodwas taken from the proximal end of

the jugular vein, and not the jugular bulb. This approach was

used as this was a feasibility study that assessed oxygen levels,

at a number of internal sites, in addition to the brain. Blood in

the proximal IJV also includes blood that drains from extra-

cranial sites. This diminishes the strength of the relationship of

proximal IJVoxygen levels with cerebral oxygen levels.47 The

brain oximeter measured the average oxygen saturations over

the entire cardiac cycle. As the systolic phase represents

arterial oxygen levels this could weaken the relationship with

venous oxygen saturations. Finally, the correlation was

strengthened by the exclusion of values from one subject in

which the brain oximeter waveform demonstrated an earlier

and steeper rise during the systolic phase of the PPG wave-

form. We have speculated this PPG waveform may represent

a marked increase in cerebral blood flow, in which case, brain

oxygen levels may be well preserved relative to extra-cranial

tissues and, if so, contribute to a poorer correlation with

proximal IJV blood oxygen levels.

Limitations
The relationship between the RRm derived from the brain

optical signal and brain oxygen saturations is as yet been

established. We therefore used the known relationship
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between RR and blood oxygen saturations, of conventional

skin pulse oximetry to estimate oxygen saturations of

blood in the brain. Furthermore, with very low oxygen

saturations, less than 75%, the correlation between RR

and blood oxygen levels weakens, adding greater uncer-

tainty to these estimates.48 This preliminary approach can

only provide a guide to the relative changes in brain

oxygen levels. Six volunteers were studied but oxygen

data were only available in 3. Further, larger studies are

therefore required to confirm these preliminary results.

Conclusion
Brain oximeter oxygen saturations were relatively well

preserved compared to the skin during acute hypoxia.

These findings are consistent with the expected physiolo-

gical responses and suggest skin oxygen levels did not

markedly contaminate the brain oximeter signal.
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